The Media Audit
Software
Position Finder


The Media Audit Software…can provide competitive media analyses that no other media
software program can easily duplicate…and which is the most user friendly software of any
qualitative media software program available anywhere.
 Position Finder can be used to:
▫ Determine the ranked position of any media relative to other selected media…
▫ For each target audience or multiple target audience groups up to every target
audience available in The Media Audit Software.





In this analysis, 16 television stations were selected for the comparison…
WFAA-TV, the ABC affiliate in Dallas-Ft. Worth was selected as the channel to see how it
ranks against the other 15 television stations in the market.
The target audiences selected are 15 Annual Household Income amounts
▫ The analysis shows the Cume ratings, Most Often ratings (i.e. the percent of adults
18+ that are viewing the Prime Fringe time frame of 6:30PM – 7:00PM on an
Average Weekday).
▫ The analysis also shows the Cume rating Index and the Most Often Index as well as
the Cume and Most Often ranking for each of the Target Audience Income groups…
▫ The ranked position of the Cume Rating and the Most Often Ratings.

Selecting the Media and the Target Audiences












Click on the Position Finder Program in The Media Audit Software Menu…
Then click on each media you want to include in the analysis…
Then click on the media that you want to determine its ranked position among each of the
media you selected.
Then click on the Target Audiences that you want to include in the analysis.

The rest is automatic
~ = Tied in terms of ranked position.
Note: every column for Land Rover owners has an asterisk in each column except for the
69.5 in the Cume Rating column.
Since the Most Often Rating column, the Cume Index column and the Most Often Index
column all have asterisks, it means there is not a sufficient number of Land Rover owners
viewing WFAA-TV on a Most Often basis (i.e. not viewing WFAA-TV on an average
weekday) to equal a minimum of 1% of all adults that are 18+…thus an asterisk in each
of these columns.
Thus, WFAA-TV only gets a ranked position of 4 in the Most Often Rating Column but a
tie for a number one ranked position in the Cume Index and the Most Often Index
column.

